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Welcome to the world of WiCAR®

Well connected on the road

Nowadays digital connectivity has spread over all 
areas of life. We want or need to be reliably connec-
ted anytime and anywhere. Not only in the office or 
at home. But also when we are on the road.

Digital all-round talent
With WiCAR® we bring the digital possibilities and 
the digital lifestyle to caravans. No matter where 
you are: on the road, at a campsite or in the  great 
outdoors. In combination with our high-perfor-

mance antennas, we enable secure and reliable 
communication, untroubled web surfing, compre-
hensive infotainment, working on the move, GPS 
tracking and fleet management, security monito-
ring and much more.

Uncomplicated and reliable
When developing WiCAR® we placed special emp-
hasis on an uncomplicated and reliable solution. 
With a small, light and easy to install hardware 

box. With multiple connections and extension op-
tions. With high-quality components that  nothing 
can shake and that withstand extreme cold as 
well as great heat. With a personal MyWiCAR® 
portal that presents vehicle data in a user- friendly 
manner and allows for multiple planning and con-
figuration options. With best performance and hig-
hest transmission reliability. In short: with equip-
ment features and functions that leave nothing to 
be desired.

Enjoying all freedoms
Whether you are traveling privately or on business 
with your caravan: With WiCAR® you are always 
connected and enjoy all the freedoms.
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WiCAR®: Well connected on the road 

Uses car antennas for reliable, fast 
LTE data transmission

Enables GPS tracking and 
fleet management

Creates strong WiFi connection 
both in and outside the car

Provides automatic software updates, security 
monitoring and remote access to vehicle data

Makes local and cloud-based 
data available

Easy to retrofit, 
very compact and robust

Allows for secure VPN access 
to media and documents

Available for private or business use 
and technically extendable

WiCAR®: So small, so versatile
Benefits at a glance
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WiCAR®: Well connected on the road 

Entertainment: TV, 
media libraries and 
streaming portals

WiFi: Surfing and 
streaming in and 
outside the  
caravan

VPN: Mobile  office 
and access to 
home network

GPS: Viewing of  
travelled routes 
(MyWiCAR® portal)

SAT>IP:  
Connect and watch 
on all  devices

   Benefits WiCAR®:
-  Best LTE reception
-  Powerful WiFi in and outside the vehicle
-  Online and offline streaming
-  Secure data retrieval via VPN
-  Itinerary documentation
- Security monitoring (WiCAR® 9004.02)
-  Temperature range -40 °C to +80 °C
-  Weight 440 g
-  Easy to retrofit

   Recommended WiCAR® products:
-  WiCAR® 9004.02
- WiCAR® 9005.01

   Recommended ATTB accessories:
- Internal antenna (4198.xx)
- External antenna (4736.xx)
- Glass mount indoor antenna (4579.xx)

The digital revolution in vehicles
WiCAR® application caravans

Recommended WiCAR® products
Comparison table

Art. No. Drive 9004.02 Drive 9005.01

SIM-Cards 1 2

Down- and Upload Speed 150/50 Mbit/s 2 x 150/2 x 50 Mbit/s

GSM/Edge Fallback Yes Yes

WiFi Standards a, b, g, n a, b, g, n

WiFi Antennas 2 x 2 MIMO 2 x 2 MIMO

Security Monitoring Yes Yes

Ethernet 1,000 Mbit/s 1,000 Mbit/s

Micro SD Yes Yes

Storage 8 GB 8 GB

Casing Aluminium Aluminium

LED Indicators 4 4

Expandable Yes Yes
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In der Buttergrube 3-7
99428 Weimar
Germany

Tel.: +49 3643 4771-0
Fax: +49 3643 4771-190
www.attb.de

Antennentechnik Bad Blankenburg

info@wicar.dewww.wicar.de

An installation and application video, a list of qualified workshops for installation,  
answers to frequently asked questions and much more can be found on our website.  
In addition, you are welcome to send us an e-mail.

We are at your disposal
Do you still have questions?


